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AB 16/235

1951-56

Records of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority and its predecessors: Work on atomic
energy in Russia
A Soviet broadcast on USSR atomic policy

AB 16/3740

1964

United Kingdom nuclear exports; export of non fissile
materials
A request to be informed of uranium sales to a variety of
countries

AB 45/13

1962-64

Nuclear submarines safety considerations

AIR 40/2838

1945

Records created or inherited by the Air Ministry, the
Royal Air Force, and related bodies:
Lists and details of files belonging to
Generalfeldmarschal Milch, Quartermaster General of
the Luftwaffe until June 1944

AT 81/1

1970

Records created or inherited by the Department of
the Environment, and of related bodies: Urban
programme: Prime ministerial meetings and visits:
contains consideration of proposal for multi-racial
employment agency put forward by Mrs Coretta King,
widow of Rev Dr Martin Luther King

AT 81/2

1970

Concentration and dispersal of Commonwealth
immigrants: study of situation and possible ways forward
and comparison with the situation in the Netherlands

DEFE
7/2128

1962-64

Records of the Ministry of Defence: French nuclear
deterrent: policy

DEFE

1965-68

Working party on security restrictions on the collection

10/610

and publication of information in the UK (SPI): Minutes of
meetings and memoranda

ED 273/60

1966-70

Records created or inherited by the Department of
Education and Science, and of related bodies:
Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee
Miscellaneous Sources Panel: Proposals by South
Western Gas Board to use radioactive tracers to
measure flow of gas in distribution mains; approval of
tests

ED 273/65

1968-70

Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee
Miscellaneous Sources Panel: x-radiation from colour
television receivers

FCO 49/369

1971

Records of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
and predecessors: HM The Queen's speeches for
opening and prorogation of Parliament

FCO 68/332

1971

Provisional minutes of Commonwealth Prime Ministers'
Meeting in Singapore, 12-22 January 1971

FCO 68/341

1971

Reform of procedures at plenary sessions of
Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Meeting

FCO 68/354

1970-71

Discussions on Consular representation within the
Commonwealth

FO
93/46/242

2000

Exchange of Notes extending the duration of the
Agreement of 18 September 1998 concerning A Scottish
trial in the Netherlands; Place of Signing: The Hague

FO
93/171/35

1998

Agreement between the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
Government of Ireland establishing a North/South
Ministerial Council; place of signing: Dublin

FO
93/171/39

1998

Exchange of Letters between the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and the Government of Ireland concerning the
interpretation of certain terms in the Agreement
establishing Implementation Bodies; place of signing:
Dublin

HO 325/16

1944

Records created or inherited by the Home Office:
Security Service: memorandum on functions
Includes the proposition of transferring security service
functions to the Special Branch of the Police

HO 325/17

1945

Security Service: consideration of transfer to police of
certain functions
Letter from Sir David Petrie (first Director General of
MI5) objecting to the possible transfer

HO 325/21

1950

Use of military troops in aid of civil powers: collection of
memoranda dating back to 1910; comments dated 1950;
speaking notes for Home Office representative attending
conference in Germany

HO 325/26

1962

Essential supplies and services; machinery for dealing
with strikes in light of incomes policy by Chancellor of
Exchequer; review; submission to Home Secretary

DO 134/44

1971

Pakistan relations with the UK

HO 325/28

1962

Accidents with nuclear weapons: use of Emergencies
Organisation machinery: references to Emergency
Committees
Discussions on which department should deal with
nuclear emergencies/fallout etc

HO 325/65

1967

Travel restrictions: visit of Russian Service Attaches to
Cornwall; need for enforcement by police of Travel
Notification Scheme
Police difficulties with Soviet ambassadors in the Travel
Notification scheme

HO 325/79

1969

RUC (Royal Ulster Constabulary): request to Home
Office for supply of CS gas (named after inventors
Cotson and Stoughton); note on use and effects of gas;
permission to use flight of Wessex helicopters for rapid
transport in emergency

HO 325/125

1969

Anti-apartheid groups: South African Springboks rugby
tour in UK from November 1969-January 1970; meeting
of Home Secretary with Chief Constables to discuss
police role at matches

HO 325/126

1969

Student unrest (left wing) at London School of
Economics (LSE) in January 1969: iron gates removed
and sit-in held; other demonstrations; arrests; police
reports

HO 325/128

1970

Student unrest: Prime Minister's meeting with ViceChancellors of universities on 15 April 1970; agenda
included police law and practice; also co-operation with
police both inside and outside university premises;
drafting of papers by Home Office

HO 325/129

1970

Student unrest: Prime Minister's meeting with ViceChancellors of universities, 15 April 1970; proposal for
independent enquiry into student unrest; laid aside
pending General Election 1970

HO 325/132

1970

Civil unrest: military assistance to civil authorities;
Working Party on Internal security Tactical Doctrine set
up by Ministry of Defence (MOD); based on experiences

in Northern Ireland
HO 325/149

1958

CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament): march from
London to Aldermaston on Good Friday, 4 April 1958
against nuclear weapons; picketing was to take place for
one week

HO 325/150

1957

Official Committee on Emergencies: Civil Emergencies
Organisation; review of state of preparedness; report

HO 325/152

1957

Essential supplies and services in event of industrial
disputes in shipbuilding industry, electricity supply and
railways; contingency plans; possible use of military
servicemen

HO 325/153

1962

Review of plans for dealing with extended strikes:
electricity supply industry

HO 325/161

1959-60

Parliamentary Question: investigation into exploitation of
tenants by landlord in Notting Hill, London

HO 325/165

1964

Race Relations Act 1965: racial incitement and
discrimination; framing of legislation; initial consultations
with Director of Public Prosecutions and Commissioner
of Police; reference to Public Order Act 1936

HO 326/233

1939-47

Channel Islands: No 20 Civil Affairs Unit; Directives,
Instructions and Plans

JE 1/144

2002

Records of the Office of the National Lottery:
Licences
'Lucky Duck' Instant scratch cards game

PREM
15/628

1970

Records of the Prime Minister's Office:
Royal Family: Discussions on Civil List
How it should be funded: by annual voting or indexlinking etc

WO 158/995

1915-20

Records created or inherited by the War Office:
Special Orders of the Day by Commander-in-Chief
British Armies in France, and General Officer
Commanding British troops in France and Flanders

WO 396/110

1849

Views of various sites for coastal defence in the Exeter
(Devon) district

WORK 54/18 1945-60

Acquisition of pictures executed by Second World War
artists

AB 16/235
1951-56 Work on Atomic energy in Russia
The major item in this file is a transcript of a Soviet broadcast from September
1951, towards the end of the Stalinist era. A contemporary note in the file
suggests that this is an unusual piece of propaganda, as it claims that Soviet
scientists have made a number of important discoveries towards the
production of atomic energy. Ironically the broadcast contains the additional
comment:
‘At such a time when the Soviet people are engaged in peaceful and creative
labor, great sums of money and resources are being expended in the U.S. for
the production of atomic weapons. The Soviet government, time and again,
has proposed a ban on atomic weapons’.
Decades of arms race and Cold War were to follow, before arms limitation
talks even began.

HO 325/17
1945 Security Service: consideration of transfer to police of certain functions
Before October 1931, Special Branch of the police had the responsibility for
monitoring subversives and Communists, as well as other threats to national
security. This was then transferred to the Security Service (MI5).
In HO 325/16 (1944) there is a report from the Home Office suggesting that
this function should be transferred back to the police. In HO 325/17 Sir David
Petrie, Director General of MI5, and previously chief of the police in India,
offers his opinion in no uncertain terms. The whole letter is reproduced below,
where Petrie casts doubt on the ‘mental equipment’ of the police, and reflects
on ‘the ugly question of corruption’, amongst other concerns.

PREM 15/628
According to The Guardian (27 September 2002) this file tells the story of “the
most comprehensive attempt ever made to sort out Britain’s royal finances”.
Martin Wainwright of The Guardian describes the correspondence relating to
exchanges between 10 Downing Street and Buckingham Palace as “a
catalogue of disagreement and miscalculation”. The documents, he says,
“show concern within both the Wilson and the Heath governments that royal
finances should be treated with discretion and as little public discussion as
possible.”
PREM 15/628, a 1970 file from the Prime Minister’s Office, examines various
options of how to fund the Royal Family’s expenses: through an index-linked
Civil List (favoured by Buckingham Palace), self-funding (through the Duchy
of Lancaster etc), annual voting by Parliament, or updated legislation,
incorporating some elements of each option.
The Civil List, which covers the Queen’s official expenses, had been set at an
annual rate of £475,000 at the start of her reign in 1952 but could not keep
pace with the rapidly rising cost of living and was about to go into deficit.
The Lord Chamberlain, Lord Cobbold, argued that the List should be indexlinked but in a memorandum one senior civil servant wrote to the then Prime
Minister Edward Heath that “When you are trying to following a restrictive
policy on wages and salaries, it would be unfortunate to be appearing to give
the Queen an automatic guarantee against inflation.” Civil servants argued
that the idea of index-linking would be “excessively complicated” as it was not
clear what index could be applied.
Reporting on the release of the file, BBC correspondent Paul Reynolds, said
(“Making claims on the royal purse”, BBC Online, 26 September) that “there is
a sense in these files, and others from the same time, that the Palace had to
be better controlled. It was the start, perhaps, of the process of reforming the
royal finances.”
When Mr Heath and Lord Cobbold met on 27 July 1970, “Mr Heath had been
well-briefed by his officials” said Paul Reynolds “and index-linking did not
progress.”

